Chevrolet k1500

For owners and prospective owners only. I know its suspension of sorts but specifics are nice.
Hi all, so I will try to break this down the best I can. I bought a used with tbi from the bone yard
from a suburban. I had my brothers coworker instal it. I have replaced A LOT on this truck and I
am having engine hesitation and it dies while taking right turns. What is needed officially for the
swap? I put injectors in it spark module for although I hear they are the same from to I have not
replaced knock sensor yet and I am wondering about the computer chip replacement process. I
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generation of Chevy Truck would you want to own? Would you rather drive the classic Joey
Boland 4 years ago. I miss this one. Just a small update on my c got new wheels, what do y'all
think? My 82'. Kaleb Pannell Squarebody Squad 3 years ago. So my current vehicle is a Chevy
Tahoe 4X4 with the 5. Any other thoughts on mods I should do to it? Sign in to your Car Throttle
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Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. It has 88, original miles and it shows. The body
is completely rust free. It has the 5. I know the complete owner history on this pickup, it was
sold new in Bottineau North Dakota, 20 miles from where the pickup is now. Does have a few
minor dings and scratches as it is a 22 year old pickup, but presents very well. About this
vehicle This Chevrolet K is an original with updates to the drivetrain. The owner has had it for 1
year. The vehicle runs great and is mainly used for weekend drives. Seller's Notes Looking to
sell my Chevy Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc.
All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not
responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any
questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
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window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Ended: Jan
11, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping
options. Seller: 73transam17 Seller's other items. Exterior Interior Engine. The Chevrolet
full-size trucks boasted significant advances over their competition, and introduced a naming
convention that GM would use on its trucks for the next 40 years: C for two-wheel drive, and K
for four-wheel drive. The Chevrolet trucks were the first to have a ladder frame and independent
front suspension on two-wheel drive models. Initially torsion beams, it was replaced by
conventional coils in , although all four-wheel drive trucks had leaf springs on all four corners.
The second generation lasted from through , and thanks to a standard coil spring rear
suspension on two-wheel drive models, it was a much more civilized truck all around. While
more rugged and heavy-duty leaf springs were still available on two-wheel drive trucks - and the
only suspension on four-wheel drive models - the coil springs went a long way toward
improving the ride and making the truck an option for daily driving duties. Aside from minor
yearly trim changes, the big news was the mid-cycle introduction of the Cheyenne trim level.
The Cheyenne trim level was topped by the Cheyenne Super - renamed Silverado in - and cloth
seats, power windows and door locks and enough chrome to earn the nickname "Cowboy
Cadillac. In , these trucks came under scrutiny after a story on the NBC news magazine show
Dateline said the side-saddle fuel tanks could lead to fires in a collision. The fourth-generation
of the trucks went on sale in and were altogether a much better and needed improvement over
their predecessors. For starters, two- and four-wheel drive models got independent front
suspensions. The new trucks also capitalized on the use of trucks as daily drivers, boasting
plenty of creature comforts, even on base models. Although various engines and transmission

combinations were offered through the years, the "big block" V-8 and 6. With horsepower and a
whopping lb. Despite being saddled to an ancient three-speed automatic, the SS was quick and
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like pickup trucks because they're known for their great ruggedness and durability. The
Chevrolet K is no exception to this-what with the addition of four-wheel drive for this particular
model. In the nearly four decade run of this truck, it has been the popular choice among
Americans looking for the right balance of functionality and utility. It is reliable, and performs
well under the worst conditions. It's not without its problems, however. Listed here are the two
most common glitches associated with the truck-that way, consumers are aware of what they
are purchasing. Several problems have been associated with the brand spanking new hydraulic
steering system sported by the Chevrolet K One of the most alarming come from reports that-at
about miles-the power steering abruptly activates itself, causing the vehicle to careen
uncontrollably. Occasionally, the system malfunctions during turns. This causes a total loss of
control. In both cases-and in a number of other cases in the same vein-dealers have faulted the
steering sensor. In many of these scenarios, replacement of the sensor did not completely solve
the problem. The problem appears to be specific to the model, and up until , there was no clear
solution save to completely overhaul the system. Replacement of the sensors has proven to be
ineffective. Also specific to the Chevrolet K is a failure of the wipers on the windshield. In the
best case, the problem is restricted to intermittent stop-starting. In the absolute worst case, the
wipers do not work altogether. Some customers even reported that sometimes, while the wipers
do start, they can become impossible to turn off-draining the battery. Increasingly disturbing is
the fact that this often occur when the wipers are needed the most-when it rains. Ironically,
while this is a problem for many Ks and a recall order was sent out for the controlling circuit
boards, the K was mysteriously left out. An aftermarket overhaul of the control module is so far
the only way to get around the problem, unless General Motors re-considers its stance on the
recall order. I am thinking of buying a Chevrolet K, but I am having second thoughts since some
of my friends told me that it's hard to drive a truck especially if you're a woman. Now, I am
undecided, but I really want to buy one. Please enlighten me. The common notion is that trucks
are for men. Fortunately, over the years, that notion has changed. Thanks to the popularity of
SUVs, this has become a huge threat for truck manufacturers. They were forced to make their
trucks as comfy and posh as possible to stay competitive in the market. Most modern trucks are
not only equipped with air conditioning, but they also boast some really great features that
include 4 real doors, comfy seats for 5, navigation system, three-zone climate control, and
heated leather seats. Trucks are also excellent haulers. They can even be used to haul a boat for
that perfect day at the beach. The four-wheel-drive system paired with excellent tire traction
makes driving modern trucks a breeze and yes, even if you're a woman, you can definitely

manage to drive a Chevrolet K I recently bought a secondhand Chevrolet K It's working just fine
except for the grinding noise that is so annoying to hear. What could be causing this noise? Is it
something to worry about? Is it going to be a pricey repair? Problems in secondhand vehicles
are not surprising. In fact, these should be expected by any buyer of a secondhand vehicle. As
for the grinding sound, there are several causes for this such as faulty brakes, worn-out wheel
bearing, and bad CV shaft or CV axle. So, how do you know which one is making the sound? As
for the CV shaft or CV axle, normally it doesn't make any noise except when you are driving a
4wd and doing a hard turn. Also, try to see if it's dry. You might need to pump some grease into
it. If it's the wheel bearing that is at fault, you will know because the sound gets louder as you
go faster. In terms of the brakes, you will need to remove the tire and check for any signs of
wearing on the pad. For your safety and peace of mind, best to let the experts handle the repair.
The price will depend on the amount of work that is needed and the type of parts that are to be
replaced. Temperature gauge is not working on my Chevrolet k Do I need to replace it? Is it just
a case of loose connection? Please help. Before you go shopping for a new temperature sensor,
here is a simple test that you can do. First, check the wire on the temperature sensor that is
located between 1 and 3 spark plugs. Pull the wires and unhook them. Turn the key on. See if
the gauge stays at the left. Second, with the key still on, ground the wire to the engine. This
should enable your gauge to peg out. If this works, then that means the temperature sensor of
your vehicle is broken. But take note: getting either of the two results means that there is a
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